
Reconnect, Restore and Replenish

These simple techniques will

help you to deepen your sense

of self, gain clarity and help you

to focus on being a more

confident, happier and calmer

you. 

Discover 5 easy ways to reduce
stress, anxiety and overwhelm

in motherhood.

MINDFULNESS IN
MOTHERHOOD



Before you dive on in I would like to recommend that you
set some time aside for you.

 
 Find yourself a cozy quiet space and pour yourself a hot

cup of tea.
 

 Take a little time to understand the process of mindfulness
and how this has the power to change your well-being

forever.
 

Although might feel like a lot to take in, it's definitely worth
it.  After all, the understanding of the process is a big part

of the change. 
 

Relax, unwind and enjoy nourishing your mind, body and
soul.

 
These next five pages will explain whats really going on

inside your brain and the amazing benefits this can have for
you. 

The Science Behind
Mindfulness 
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Mindfulness is a practice that allows you to be in a state of non-judgmental
awareness of the present moment. 
 
It also allows you to recognize your own thoughts, feelings, and behaviors as
they arise without getting stuck in your usual, automatic reactions.
 
By actively engaging in mindful practice this enables you to direct your
attention inside yourself as well as outside of yourself. 
 
 For example:
 
Your inside attention is to things like your feelings, body sensations,
thoughts, or
emotions. 
 
And your outward attention refers to things like a conversation with a
friend, trees in a forest, the sound of rain on your window, or a book.
 
Bringing your attention to the things that are happening in this very
moment may sound easy, but how many times is your attention redirected
by your wondering thoughts? 
 
How often do you truly allow yourself the time and space to just be, in that
moment, in that calm and observe your thoughts and feelings as they arise
without judgment?
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What is Mindfulness?



 Changes the brain density
 Changes the thickness of brain tissue
 There is an increase in the number of neurons

So, what is really going on when you practice
mindful activities?

 
Here is an little introduction to the science behind the magic and our beautiful,
amazing brains. 
 
Mindfulness:

 
Let's take a look into some of the areas of the brain that positively respond to mindful
practice:
 

The hippocampus. 
This part is responsible for the regulation of motivation, emotions, spatial orientation,

learning and memory function.
 

The Temporoparietal junction.
The area of the brain where the parietal lobes meet the temporal area. This area of the

brain is responsible for empathy and compassion.
 

Amygdala
The grey matter in this area of the brain decreases which means the fight-or-flight

response, the reaction to threats, also decreases so, you can cope with stress so much
better. 

 
 The pre-frontal cortex 

Responsible for things like planning, problem solving, and controlling your emotions. 
The grey matter in this area can become much thicker after taking regular mindful

practice. 
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Psychological
Physical
Social
Environmental 
Physical
Emotional

Higher levels of life satisfaction, 
More positive affect, 
Less negative affect, 
Greater life satisfaction, 
Deeper sense of autonomy and competence.

Mindfulness is also an incredibly important predictor of your health and well-being. 

 
Mindfulness has been also been associated with:

 
It is in our human nature to want to feel competent, to feel independent, feel like we
can do, achieve, succeed, manage. 
 
And as mum's, of course we want to feel all of this. We want to feel good about what
we are doing and feel that we are fully capable of looking after our little humans in
the best way possible. 
 
Being a busy mum, I am sure you are juggling an extraordinary amount each day. 
 And let’s be honest, you’re probably too quick to put your own needs aside.
 
But the thing is, you need to focus on your well-being the most! 
 
You need to fill up your cup, so that you can be the mother and woman you want to
be and truly deserve to be.

 

You need to recharge too.
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Amazing Benefits
 

 
Here are a few:
 
Acceptance
It helps you to accept things that you cannot change. 
And there are many components of motherhood that are often out of your
control. Like children’s sleep habits, night feeding times, relationship changes (in
terms of role adjustments). To name a few. 
Mindfulness can help you to come to terms with these and even welcome them in
as part of the situation. 
 
Inner peace
Ultimately it doesn’t serve you to ruminate about things you cannot change, but
you can accept them for what they are and work with them, not against them.  
 
For example:
When I decided to accept my boy waking up during the night and coming into my
bed and disturbing me I noticed a huge shift.  Instead of battling with this every
single night, I instantly became less angry, less resentful and annoyed.
 
I began to look forward to it! The extra cuddles were wonderful. I was much
calmer, my energy changed, and better still, our relationship changed
 for the better because of it. 
 
Researched 
There is a plethora of scientific research to back up the many positive benefits of
regular mindful practice.
Many studies have been done with all ranges of people and for different reasons. 
Including MRI scans on the brain which give visual data.  
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Minimal effort
It is one of the easiest, and quickest techniques to do.
You can literally do this lying down in the quiet, or sitting, standing, or
anywhere that is safe to just be.
 
Mindfulness can also have instant restorative effects too!
 
Feels good
This pretty much sums it up. In the simplest of terms, you feel good. This
is like a quick fix with long term benefits helping you to feel good in
motherhood.
 
Calming
The calming effects, and the changes in the brain can lead to feeling less
stressed, reduced panic and an overall feeling of inner calm. Every mum’s
tonic – calm.
 
Restorative
It is brilliant for restoring the good, by replacing the brain with those
gorgeous positive neurotransmitters like serotonin.
  
Balancing emotions
Mindfulness helps you to think more clearly and rationally, with
compassion and reason.
 
Best of all, mindfulness is absolutely FREE! You can access your own
practice whenever you like, need or want to.
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Mindfulness in Motherhood

Mindful breathing for stress

Bring your awareness in and acknowledge the emotion. 
Stand with your feet on the floor, palms facing outward. 
Close your eyes if you can. 
Take three deep grounding breaths and visualize your energy flowing
out from your feet into the ground. 

In those moments of chaos, high energy, and the demands of being a
parent just get too much. Do you find that you snap? Shout? Say things
you later regret?
 
Try using this technique:

 
This will allow your nervous system to readjust and calm, and enable you
some space to choose to react in a different way. 
 

Mindfulness is an amazing little practice with many variations to suit
your needs any given moment. But like all good things, to really feel the
nourishing benefits for your mind, it does require regular practice. You
are likely to feel the effects immediately. But with practice, mindfulness

can change your life. 
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Lie in your bed in a ready to sleep position. Turn your phone off or
silent, make sure you have been for that last night time toilet trip and
get yourself cozy.
Lie on your back if you can with your hands and arms by your side,
allow your feet to just rest and fall outward.
Take three deep calming breaths and start from the top of your head
working your way down to your toes.
Just bring your awareness to each part of your body as you do this,
focusing on one part at a time. Notice any feelings or sensations you
may have and notice how the sheets feel under and over you.

At night do you sometimes find your mind racing with thoughts of the day
or even anxieties of what tomorrow holds?
 
The body scan works brilliantly for calming the mind and distracting your
thoughts, reducing anxiety and helping you to drift off to sleep easily,
naturally and gently.
 

 
Take as much time as you like with this.
Remember, this is your time to tune in and be at peace.

Mindfulness in Motherhood

The body scan for restful sleep
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Mindfulness in Motherhood
Simple breathing exercise for

anxiety

Firstly acknowledge this feeling, name it, and respond with the breath
work.
Sit in an upright seated position or lying down, whichever you prefer and
is accessible.
Start your steady, calming breaths.
Notice the rise and fall of your chest.
Focus on the breath as you breath in through your nose, notice what this
feels like.
On the exhale, try to do this through your mouth and bring your
awareness to this exhale.

This super simple quick fix is brilliant for on the go anywhere.
This breath awareness technique is really easy and just takes a few minutes
to take effect.
This can also be used before an event which you feel may cause you to
become anxious  or in the moment.
 

 
Repeat this slow and steady breathing for a 3 minutes.  This practice is both
restorative for mind and body.
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Mindfulness in Motherhood

Override your Overwhelm with 5

What 5 things can you see?
What 5 things can you smell?
What 5 things can you touch?
What 5 things  emotions are you feeling?
What 5 things can you hear?

This 5 step grounding exercise can be used anywhere at any time.
When you are feeling overwhelmed with the million tasks that surround
you and your mind is going into overdrive try this.
 
Take yourself outside or a different room if you can.  But don't worry if
you can't. Just stop in the moment and redirect your thoughts.
 
Become aware and acknowledge 5 things one after the other. Take a
deep cleansing breath before you move to the next 5.

 
 
This exercise allows you to clear the clutter out of your mind and simplify
your thoughts.
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Self-awareness to restore
confidence

We can all experience low moods from time to time, that's part of being a
human. But for some, this may be more prevalent or linked to depression
from the past.
 
These defeating thoughts can take over, if you let them.
 
Here are some ways you can retrain your brain to boost confidence.
 
1) Challenge your inner critic and re-write your story. When you find these
negative inner voices creeping in, become aware of them and change the
script. Acknowledge the good, try not to dwell on the things you "should be".

Mindfulness in Motherhood
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"There is no should in  motherhood"

For example:
 
"I'm should be doing more playful activities with my child"
 
Flip it
"I am really good at reading stories and comforting my child so they feel
safe. And I love our swimming sessions followed by a film night"



2) Recognize your thoughts when you are feeling low and label them as
"ruminating". This allows you to acknowledge whats happening and gives you
a stop point to choose to respond differently.
 
For example:
Once you have acknowledged that you are in this place you can proactively
choose to redirect your thoughts. Like to call a friend, write a letter to the
self.  Or simply do something that brings you pleasure.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) Be kind to yourself and give yourself some compassion for being the
almighty person you are. Simple acts of self love and positive self talk
enables you to replace the negative patterns of thought and build them up
to positive thought patterns.
 
For example:
You can list 5 ways in which you are a brilliant mum.
5 ways you are a good friend.
5 ways you are a compassionate human.
5 ways you can nourish your body.
5 things that make you happy.

Mindfulness in Motherhood
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Please click HERE to join our FREE Facebook
group - The Connected Mother Collective

 
 Click HERE to subscribe to our mailing list to

receive your FREE gift -
www.naomieella.com

Meet Naomie Ella
I have been mummying now for 3.5years to one tiny but mighty little
firecracker. I love all things weddings (especially vintage lace
dresses), interior design (teal, gold, velure.....yum!) and stationery! I
know, I know, I'm such a geek....!
 
After my baby was born I quickly realised I was not meant for the
world of 9-5. I experienced full blown PND and total loss of self. 
 
I explored the new me, the mother me.
 
I discovered who I really was and became so much stronger,
grounded, connected and empowered. 
 
I knew I wanted to do something different, I wanted to help other
mums find their way through the fog of motherhood too. To share
my understanding, my knowledge, my energy and enable mums to
flourish, to shine and to step into the almighty women that they
already are!
 
And so, Naomie Ella was born. 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2360440850946520/
https://links.naomieella.com/mindfulnesswebsite
https://links.naomieella.com/mindfulnesswebsite

